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City Telecom (H.K.) Limited 
by Lau Geok Theng with the assistance of Leona Tan 

 
In July 2011, Mr. Ricky Wong, Chairman of City Telecom Group was contemplating 
what future strategic directions the company should take. Keeping in mind the need 
to balance the use of its current resources, he was looking at the development of a 
strategic plan for the existing businesses and new businesses (if any) to increase the 
profitability of and to achieve growth for the Group. The strategic plan should provide 
the reasons for pursuing certain opportunities and not pursuing other opportunities 
and include a timeline of actions. 

 
 
 
 
1. History 

1.1 Long Distance 

City Telecom (H.K.) Limited (CTI) was established in 1992. Ricky, the current 
Chairman and Paul, the current Vice Chairman, were residing in Canada at that time. 
From a service offered by Cable and Wireless in Canada, the two hatched the idea 
of a call-back service since deregulation in the telecommunications sector occurred 
in different stages around the world and Canada opened its telecommunications 
sector well before Hong Kong. As a result, a call from Canada to Hong Kong (in-
bound call to Hong Kong) was much cheaper than a call from Hong Kong to Canada 
(out-bound call from Hong Kong). 1 
 
CTI was the first company to devise a technique that switched the direction of the 
call and made a profit due to arbitrage opportunity from the directional price 
difference. For example, a call from Hong Kong to Canada in 1992 cost HKD 6.70 
per minute whereas a Canada to Hong Kong call cost only HKD 2.00 per minute. A 
Hong Kong operator could give over 50% discount by charging a call at HKD 3.00 
and still make over 30% profits. 
 
The two returned to Hong Kong and put their entire CAD $100,000 savings into the 
new start-up. More than 3,000 customers signed up the first day, quickly returning 
their initial investments. Over time, Paul and Ricky kept improving the quality of their 
services, despite their customers not really concerned about quality. By 1995, the 
company had upgraded their ISDN lines for their call back operation, providing fast 
and reliable services which were virtually indistinguishable from that provided by the 
incumbent monopoly Hong Kong Telecom (HKT). HKT complained to the Office of 
Telecommunications Authority (OFTA) that CTI‟s operation was illegal. OFTA, 
however, ruled that CTI‟s operation was legal. 
 
By 1999, CTI controlled about 30% of the long distance market in Hong Kong. 
However, Ricky realized that the company was still an international service reseller, 
lacking in infrastructure. Ultimately, success in the telecom business relied on 
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controlling infrastructure. When the telecom market in Hong Kong liberalized, long 
distance call rates were expected to fall. Substitutes such as voice over internet 
would also make call-back services less attractive. 
 
In the summer of 1999, Ricky and Paul faced two options for the company‟s future: 
continue in the call-back long distance market and milk the cash cow for as long as 
possible, or to build its own infrastructure and compete with a full suite of telecoms 
services. For the latter, the broadband internet market stood out as promising 
because the technology was just emerging and no one had yet established a 
dominant position. This area, however, required technology and capital. 
 
 
1.2 Broadband     
 
A basic fixed telecommunication network consisted of two parts: the „last mile‟ 
connection linking points within a building to the network outside the building, and 
the „backhaul‟ connecting the building to the central hub. The last mile was more 
difficult to replicate as connections were often not designed to accommodate multiple 
carriers and there was often congestion or „last mile bottleneck‟ within buildings. 
Backhauls were easier to replicate as external blockages were easier to 
circumnavigate. 
 
A telecom service provider could own part or all of a network. PCCW, which acquired 
HKT in 2000, owned all of its network components. Most entrants in the telecom 
industry built its own backhaul (which was easier to develop) and then leased the 
last mile from the incumbent operator. Last mile network was harder to develop as it 
required drilling and wiring inside occupied buildings. This put them at the mercy of 
infrastructure owner and subjected them to downstream price competition.  
 
Paul and Ricky decided that they had to build their own fixed telecom network, end 
to end. They also decided to go for state-of-the-art technology with fiber network 
infrastructure to provide improved speed and services. CTI brought fiber to buildings 
and fibered the vertical. For approximately every 10 to 20 floors, the fiber was 
connected to a router which served a few hundred apartments. From the router, 
CAT5E cable was used to connect to the customer‟s premises. By limiting the 
CAT5E to within 100 meters, speed of one Gbps could be provided. The network 
was the same as corporate LAN, but taken to over 1.66 million homes. In less dense 
areas, the network was complemented with a G-PON fiber architecture. 2  
 
The Hong Kong market was a free market with uncapped return and this allowed the 
kind of investments put in by CTI. There was no requirement by the authority for CTI 
to provide open access of its infrastructure or network to other parties. In some other 
markets, open access was a requirement and all the downsides went to the one who 
built the network. When no one used the network, the incumbent took on all the 
risks. When the network was well used, the incumbent was required to open the 
network to other operators. In 2002, a technology jump to fiber was considered 
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drastic and an overkill in Hong Kong. 3 As such, no other operator considered this 
option. CTI‟s legacy business in long distance generated enough cash to fund the 
early stages of network deployment, delaying the need to tap additional funding and 
reducing the amount to be borrowed. The company‟s presence in international 
capital markets helped in accessing sufficient financing at reasonable cost.   
 
Today, CTI offered integrated telecommunications services in Hong Kong through its 
own fiber network infrastructure. CTI was not tied down to a legacy infrastructure and 
did not have to justify the case for a DSL-to-metro Ethernet migration strategy, unlike 
its incumbent competitors. By utilizing metro Ethernet technology and equipment 
from Cisco, CTI was able to achieve an efficient cost structure and deliver multiple 
services over a single network at low costs.  
 
CTI provided local telephony, broadband and IP-TV services via its wholly-owned 
subsidiary, Hong Kong Broadband Network Limited (HKBN).4  With a vision to be the 
largest IP provider in Hong Kong by the year 2016, CTI had over 3,000 employees 
as of 2011 and had expanded its service offerings into a diversified portfolio of 
innovative products and services for over 1,110,000 subscribers. It had built a solid 
market position with top-of-the-line applications and practices which facilitated its 
substantial growth and ability to disrupt the telecommunications market. 
 
Within a year of its incorporation, CTI established its first overseas switching center 
in Buffalo, New York, and in less than five years, CTI already had a presence in 
Japan. In 2000, CTI launched their broadband internet services in Hong Kong by 
HKBN, and in 2003, HKBN successfully launched their pay TV service. In addition to 
the operations in Hong Kong, the Group also had branch offices in Canada and 
Guangzhou. 
 
CTI was listed on The Stock Exchange of Hong Kong Limited in August 1997 and in 
November 1999, it had an ADR Listing on the NASDAQ National Market. In 2011, its 
market capitalization was HK$4.5 billion.5 
 
Notable accolades awarded to CTI included, but was not limited to: 
 

 The first service provider in the world to achieve the Cisco Powered Network 
Metro Ethernet QoS Certified Status. 

 The first company to receive the license of International Simple Resale Voice 
Service in Hong Kong. 

 
These put CTI at the forefront, helping them to gain recognition amongst industry 
players and the public. Appendix 1 shows the milestones of the company. 
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2. Organizational Structure 
 
2.1 Group Structure 
 
The structure of the Group is shown in Figure 1. It consisted of City Telecom 
International Limited, Guangzhou Telecommunications Services Limited and 
Credibility Holdings Limited for its operations in Hong Kong and China, and 
Automedia Holdings Limited for its operations in Canada. 
 
 
2.2 Board of Directors, Committees and Senior Management 
 
The Board of Directors is shown in Table 1. The detailed descriptions of the 
members are shown in Appendix 2. 
 
 

Figure 1: Group Structure of City Telecom Group 
 

 
 
 

Source: http://www.ctigroup.com.hk/ctigroup/eng/about/structure_detail.htm 
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directors and senior management and to determine their remuneration packages. 
Appendix 3 shows the descriptions of members of the senior management. 
 
 

Table 1: Board of Directors 
 

Name Designation 

Mr Ricky Wong Wai Kay Executive Director, Chairman 

Mr Paul Cheung Chi Kin Executive Director, Vice Chairman 

Mr William Yeung Chu Kwong Executive Director, Chief Executive Officer 

Mr Quiaque Lai Ni Executive Director, Chief Financial Officer and Head of Talent 
Development, Member of Remuneration Committee 

Dr Moses Cheng Mo Chi Non-Executive Director, Member of Remuneration Committee 

Mr. John Lee Hon Ying Non-Executive Director, Chairman of Audit Committee, Chairman of 
Remuneration Committee 

Dr Chan Kin Man Non-Executive Director, Member of Audit Committee, Member of 
Remuneration Committee 

Mr. Jefferson Peh Tun Lu Non-Executive Director, Member of Audit Committee, Member of 
Remuneration Committee 

Ms. Choy Mei Yuk, Mimi Director of Talent Management, Member of Remuneration 
Committee 

 

3. Services and Products Provided & Markets Served 

Established in 1999, HKBN under CTI aimed to develop its own advanced network 
infrastructure to deliver various fixed telecom network services. Having launched its 
international telecommunications service in 1992, CTI played a significant role in the 
liberalization of the international telecommunications market in Hong Kong by being 
the first company to break into the International Direct Dial (IDD) monopoly in Hong 
Kong. Their current IDD offerings also allowed them to tap into the growing market of 
consumers who made frequent calls to relatives living overseas.  

 
 

3.1 Broadband Services 
 
In 2000, HKBN was granted a local wireless FTNS license, which it upgraded to a 
wireline-based FTNS license in 2002. HKBN also invested in Cisco System Metro 
Ethernet IP networking solution in 2000 and subsequently implemented the Cisco 
optical networking solution in 2002 to offer multiple services over a single, all-IP 
network to mass-market residential and small and medium-sized enterprise (SME) 
customers. 6  As customers at that time did not expect such high speed and 
bandwidth, HKBN used aggressive pricing to commoditize bandwidth and gain 
market share by overwhelming the competition with the „fattest, dumbest pipe in 
town‟. 7   
 
Currently ranked second in Hong Kong in terms of broadband with PCCW-HKT as 
the first, CTI was the fastest growing broadband service provider (see Figure 2). It 
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offered three types of fiber-based broadband services (bb100, FiberHome200 and 
FiberHome1000) which boasted symmetric upload and download speeds. CTI also 
provided broadband internet access (symmetric 1000Mbps, 200Mbps, 100Mbps, 
50Mbps and 25Mbps). In FY8/10, CTI raised its market share of the residential 
broadband market by grabbing share from the incumbent firm PCCW-HKT. 
 
 

Figure 2: Broadband Subscriber Statistics 2007-2010 

 
Source: Company data.  
Note: Hutchison Telecom no longer discloses broadband subscribers as of 31 Dec 2009 
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High speeds: CTI‟s Fiber-To-The-Home (FTTH) network allowed download and 
upload speeds of up to 1000 Mbps, whereas internationally, most consumers 
enjoyed only speeds of up to 200 Mbps. 
 
 

Table 3: Comparison of Broadband Plans 
 

Country Operator Plan/Speed Price(HK$)/mth Price/Mbps Others 

Australia Bigpond Bigpond 
Ultimate Cable 
Down: 100Mbps 

Up: 2Mbps 

493 
+AUD 9.95 
delivery fee 

4.93 Speed slowed after 50GB/month 
 Only available in selected areas 
 Free anti-virus and anti-spam 
 Free mailbox and 20MB storage 
 Privileges to Bigpong Shopping 
 Free phone + mobile/Foxtel/wireless 

Japan NTT FLET’s Hikari 
Next 

Down: 200Mbps 
Up: 100Mbps 

575 
+initial charge of 

JPY 2940 

5.75 Only available in selected areas 
 Special offers with ISPs 

Singapore SingTel Down: 15Mbps 
Up: 1Mbps 

301 20.07  Free 1.5Mbps mobile broadband 
 Free 30Mb email storage 

US Verizon 15Mbps 311 
+USD 20 initial 

charge 

20.73  9 free email accounts 
 Free 10Mb of web space 

UK BT BT Infinity 
Down: 40Mbps 

Up: 2Mbps 

224 5.60 40GB limit 
 Landline rental GBP 10 
 Freeweekend calls and wifi minutes 

France Teleconnect 20Mbps 333 16.65 2 hours free call to UK, US, Australia, 
Canada 
 Free UK number 

Hong 
Kong 

 
PCCW 

Fiber Direct 
1000Mbps 

498 0.50  Free 8MB email storage 
 Free 8MB disk storage 

500Mbps 398 0.80 

100Mbps 298 2.98 

CTI‟s HKBN bb1000 
1000Mbps 

199 0.20  Free movie 
viewing in 
Anyplex VOD 
Movie Channel 

 Free HomeTel 
Combo or bbTV 
selected pack 
 Free 4 UA 
movie vouchers 
and  1 Loyalty 
Club Membership 
for online 
registration 

bb100 
100Mbps 

169 1.69  Free HK$ 300 
Wellcome 
supermarket 
vouchers for 
cash payments 

i-Cable 130Mbps 498 3.83  + HK$ 150 installation fee  
 + HK$ 30 rental fee 50Mbps 298 5.96 

Hutchison 1GFTTH 
1000Mbps 

598 0.60  Free Watsons Coupon 
 Free 3Screen Annual Movie Pass 
 2 Free VAS: KKBOX Music 
Download, AS Anti-hacker, Anti-Virus 
or Shot‟nPrint 

500Mbps 448 0.90 
Superbroadband 

100Mbps 
298 2.98 

Source: Company data 

 
 
Superior technology: The incumbent had many different technologies – ADSL, VDSL, 
and so on – and they appeared to be reluctant to abandon these soon. Thus, CTI 
would probably keep its technological edge over the coming years. Upgrading the 
equipment was also cheaper than traditional networks, since only end routers 
needed to be upgraded, making the network future-resilient. 
 

Multi-play applications: By leveraging on the superior network built on optical fiber 
and CAT-5E high grade cables using Metro Ethernet IP technology, "multi-play" 
applications could be supported by conglomerating broadband Internet access, 
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telephony, fully-digitalized IPTV, as well as corporate data services within a single 
network.  

 
CTI was in the process of expanding its residential network coverage from 1.8 million 
to 2.0 million residential homes, reaching 95% of Hong Kong's total population. With 
regard to the commercial market, CTI was targeting the expansion of its network 
from coverage of 1273 commercial buildings to 2000 buildings, including Grade A 
office buildings such as International Finance Centre, International Commerce 
Centre, Pacific Place, The Lee Garden, Cyberport and One Island East. 
 
Additionally, CTI was now focusing on increasing average revenue per user (ARPU) 
in FY11, and as such, was phasing out its HK$99/100Mbps tariff plan and replacing 
it with a higher plan of $169/100Mbps for new subscribers. 
 
 
3.2 Voice Service 
 
HKBN launched its second service, residential local VoIP in mid-2002. HKBN‟s voice 
service included a full suite of value-added services such as call waiting, call 
conferencing, and voicemail as well as on-net and off-net VoIP services. Local voice 
service subscribers were under 12-36 month contracts. HKBN was using VoIP as an 
entry point to up-sell customers on other „triple-play‟ (data, voice and video) services.   
 
Currently, CTI offered IDD1666, IDD16+, 888 Calling Card, international call forward 
and Fax Easy services. IDD revenue contributed only 13.9% of CTI‟s turnover in 
FY2010. This segment continued to face intensive competition from traditional IDD 
as well as other Voice-Over-Internet Protocol (VoIP) calling options, many of which 
were offered free of charge on plans in PC to PC platforms. CTI‟s IDD traffic volume 
fell by 4.7% from 487 million minutes in FY2009 to 464 million minutes in FY2010 
(see Figure 3). CTI‟s strategy for IDD was to focus on cash flow and profitability 
rather than market share. 

 
CTI invested in the construction of submarine cables, including the Japan-US Cable 
to connect the US and Japan across the Pacific Ocean, as well as Asia Pacific Cable 
Network 2, connecting CTI to 8 districts in Asia and allowing direct connection with 
the major fixed network operators in China. These linkages lessened CTI‟s 
dependence on third party capacity and offered more control over transmission 
costs.  
 

Figure 3: CTI’s Voice Service Statistics 
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3.3 IP-Television Services 
 
HKBN launched IPTV, the third prong of its triple-play offering in 2003. IPTV was an 
emerging segment of the pay TV market which was poised to compete with 
incumbent cable and satellite TV operators. Tapping on the extensive optical fiber 
network, HKBN offered multichannel pay TV services delivered via Internet Protocol 
over broadband. Over half of Hong Kong‟s population did not subscribe to pay TV, 
thus, presenting an opportunity in this market.   
 
HKBN‟s bbTV now offered more than 100 channels and had a subscriber base of at 
least 157,000 households. After seeing the struggles that PCCW faced to build up a 
market for IPTV, CTI decided to tap into the already established public recognition 
for such services put in place by PCCW and offered its IPTV services to the general 
public in Hong Kong as an alternative provider. Since then, it had been enjoying an 
increasing number of subscribers for its bbTV channels.  

 
In recent years, CTI had been increasing its channel offerings to match up to 
PCCW‟s NowTV and iCABLETV (see Table 4 and Appendix 6). It was also 
improving its perks to customers by signing contracts with various international 
channels to increase the variety of its channel offerings, with the latest being its 
Video-On-Demand (VOD) service. In August 2010, CTI announced the exclusive 
launch of Anyplex, a VOD for small screen release of big screen blockbusters by 
major Hollywood studios. 
 
HKBN‟s state-of-the-art network was a critical competitive differentiator against the 
DSL competitor‟s. Rival IPTV operators had considerable bandwidth constraints, 
limiting the number of streams which could be delivered to a given household at a 
given time, severely limiting their ability to offer high definition video services. HKBN 
had bandwidth to spare without the need for additional capital expenditure and 
network enhancements to offer intensive multichannel HDTV.   
 
 

Table 4: Comparison of IP-TV Plans 
 

 PCCW NowTV iCABLETV CTI bbTV 

Price(HK$)/month 218, 238 429 169, 179, 199 

No. of free channels 34 97 115 

Total no. of channels >190 113 115 

Extra channel charge 10-154 50-360* - 

Free** 218: Free 8M broadband 
internet 

238: Free 30M 
broadband internet, 24-

month PC Guard & 
Netmail  

- 169: Free 100M Broadband 
179: Free 100M Broadband, 

home telephone 
199: Free 1000M Broadband, 
Anyplex, home telephone, UA 

movie vouchers 

* iCABLETV‟s additional channels usually come in bundles, hence the higher fees. 
** Rather than viewed as being free, such should be considered as bundling of services. 
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CTI‟s strengths over the other providers were: 
 
Specialized content: Under the current collaboration with LG, bbTV became a built-in 
platform available in all LG Smart TV Series. Free videos such as featured stories, 
culinary programs, children education, bbTV promo and even bbTV‟s own news 
content would bring to users interesting and practical knowledge through broadcast 
interactivity. Ten real time news video and two featured stories would be updated 
every day. 
 
Revenue from cinemas: By being the supporter of the Digital Cinema Exchange Pilot 
Scheme in Hong Kong, CTI enabled transmission of digital film among major cinema 
circuits through their fiber broadband network. Cinemas benefited from the decrease 
in operating costs through reduction of manpower for sending movies and film copies 
to various cinema outlets. It also lowered the risk of the file being damaged or lost 
with a proper encoding system. 

 
 

4. Strategies and Operations 
 
4.1 Strategies 

To be the best broadband service operator by 2016, CTI took on a long term ten-
year perspective. Having founding shareholders who owned 58% of the company 
helped CTI to adhere to their objectives with less pressure from shareholders for 
short-term profitability. 

CTI had a positive revenue stream and unique market position. Its earnings drivers 
were believed to be (1) subscriber base increase, (2) fiber network expansion, (3) 
lower subscriber acquisition cost, and (4) rise in its average-revenue-per-user 
(ARPU). Now, CTI was placing its focus on raising the ARPU. 
 
The Group believed that it had entered the harvesting phase after their bold 
investment into the fiber network about a decade ago. This move not only gave them 
a first-mover advantage, but also brought with it competitive advantages in terms of 
network speed, reliability and customer satisfaction. For the coming years, CTI was 
highly confident that they could improve their return on investment since they had 
now surpassed the fixed cost inflexion point. 
 
Some dimensions of CTI‟s strategies were as follows: 
 

Big, Hairy, Audacious Goal (BHAG): CTI aimed to become the largest broadband 
service provider by 2016. 

Initiate price wars: This was to commoditize bandwidth and gain market share by 
extreme zig-zag pricing. Once critical mass was achieved, assertive price increases 
were needed to drive profitability. Moreover, at current price levels, CTI was the only 
operator that could operate profitably. Incumbent operators had a much higher cost 
base; thus, they had no incentive to invest in fiber rollout at current price levels. This 
allowed CTI to be a technology leader for many years to come. This would have 
been a difficult strategy for some other companies to follow, since their shareholders 
would often want to maximize short-term profitability. 
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Demonstrate the benefits of superior bandwidth: Through content and partnerships, 
particularly in latency-sensitive activities such as online gaming, CTI aimed to show 
the need for high bandwidth. Partnerships included the tie-up with I-Consulting 
Group to deliver affordable managed IT services to small businesses, as well as 
numerous agreements with massive multiplayer online role playing games 
developers in China. Its advertising and branding also stressed on its superior 
bandwidth and speed. Appendix 4 shows examples of television campaigns from 
2007 to 2009. 

Direct distribution: CTI did the bulk of its distribution direct as it was almost paranoid 
about quality. It controlled its product end-to-end. Most of its products were sold 
through its own channels: retail outlets, street kiosks, online channels and telesales. 
It did not have many dealers. 

CTI remained profitable by reducing costs, through the following means: 

Lowering capex per home: By using standard off-the-shelf Cisco routers, total capital 
expenditure (capex) per home was less than US$200 – more than a fifth lower than 
other FTTH deployments elsewhere, including Verizon‟s capex of US$1,500.  

Lean operating costs: An example of such effort was having most of their call center 
agents based across the border in Guangzhou, where labour costs were only a third 
of Hong Kong‟s. This led to a substantial cost advantage over competitors who had a 
higher Hong Kong base mix. 
 
 

4.2 Talent Management 
 
The Group had a very strong corporate DNA on talent development and recruitment. 
All employees were not viewed as staff but as talents. In the coming years, human 
talent was believed to be the key in excelling in the highly competitive 
telecommunication market, beyond the fiber network infrastructure competitive edge. 
In recent years, CTI had devoted more resources to enhancing the superiority of 
their talent, in terms of intelligence and capability to cope with rapid changes, and 
also loyalty and passion towards the telecom industry. Some initiatives included: 
 

Management Trainee Program: This program, with the aim of developing its future 
CEO, CFO, and CTO in 15 to 20 years‟ time, had 793 applicants from 117 
universities for two positions in 2010. 
 
Further education: CTI sponsored staff for post-graduate and bachelor degrees as 
well as general and professional development programs with payment of 50 to 100% 
of the fees. In fact, 75% of its top 33 managers had gained or were in the process of 
gaining a post graduate degree. For over a decade, CTI had a tradition of having a 
management team building event offsite to develop teamwork and camaraderie. In 
2010, the top 71 Management Talents went for a 7-day trip to Germany. 
 
Performance-linked compensation: To reward motivated talents, salaries for some 
functions had up to 50% variable component, based on individual key performance 
indicators (KPIs). 
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Mini-CEOs: The Group was structured vertically around 5 geographic areas ran by 
“mini CEOs.” All mini CEOs bore full responsibility for their profits and losses and 
balance sheet items. 
 
Internal Communications: CTI believed that 360 degrees frank and direct 
communication between all levels was an absolute must for a company to function 
efficiently.  Communication between the chief executive officer top executive suite 
and the customer-facing front line talents must be clear.   
 
As a result, CTI placed strong emphasis on its internal communications.  Every 
month, a management meeting with video links between the various offices in Hong 
Kong and Guangzhou was held.  The top 100 executives attended in person, whilst 
the meeting was also webcasted over the intranet accessible by all 3,000 plus 
talents.  Furthermore, CTI spared no expense to host massive Town-Hall meetings 
every six months for in-person gathering of all talents to have direct in-person 
communications. 
 
 
4.3 Mobile Operations 

In February 2011, the Group participated in two mobile spectrum auctions with the 
belief that CTI should get the spectrum at a reasonable price. With the spectrum, the 
Group could execute a quad-play strategy 8 with lower network cost and advanced 
technology that was based on their already-established fiber network advantage over 
mobile-only operators. There were also operational synergies from up-selling the 
existing triple-play customer base to quad-play services. Despite not winning the 
spectrum, CTI vowed to continue exploring mobile business opportunities, but 
subject to strict financial discipline with cost effectiveness as the top priority. 

 
 

4.4 New Business – Free TV 
 
For domestic free TV, CTI was still awaiting government approval of their license 
despite submitting an application in December 2009. i-Cable and PCCW also applied 
for such a license. Due to personnel changes in the Bureau, there was likely to be a 
delay to the end of 2011. CTI could change the competitive landscape by offering 
free TV over its extensive fiber network in an industry long dominated by Television 
Broadcasts Limited (TVB) and Asia Television Limited (ATV). In the traditional over-
the-air transmission, the two existing TV operators were allowed only 1 to 2 channels 
per operator, while CTI‟s current fiber network could deliver over 100 channels, 
unshackling audience from limited choices of channels. If they were offered choices 
of more than 100 TV channels, CTI was convinced that this would change the free 
TV industry in Hong Kong, creating infinite business opportunities in the 
advertisement industry worth HK$9.6 billion. 9 
 
 
 
 
                                                           
8
 Offering mobile, fixed line, broadband and IPTV services. 

9
 Source: http://www.marketing-interactive.com/news/22360 
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Free TV was attractive to the operators because:  
 
Free TV had higher viewership than Pay TV: Despite aggressive marketing, Pay TV 
still lagged behind the free TV in terms of viewership and advertising revenue. 
 

Difficulties of Free TV, however, were: 

Long-term investment: Free TV would probably not be able to generate any 
substantial form of financial return in the short term. A steadfast commitment would 
be required in persevering so that Free TV would become profitable for CTI. 
 
Content and programming: Content would be critical in order to find loyal viewers. 
TVB had been enjoying a loyal group of viewers for a number of years, with a rich 
pool of singers and celebrities to engage its audiences. It would be tough for a third 
network to attract loyal viewers and, as a result, it was important to develop and 
source niche content that was not currently provided by the existing channels. CTI 
and i-Cable both said they would invest more than HK$1 billion each in the first six 
years of operation, with PCCW planning to inject more than HK$600 million in the 
first three years. Their investments would be small compared to TVB and ATV, which, 
when combined, sat at about HK$2 billion each year. 

 

 
5. Performance 

Strong performance: Figure 4 shows the revenue and free cash flow of CTI in the 
last three financial years. See Appendix 5 for CTI‟s 5 year financial performance. At 
the outset of FY2011, CTI‟s focus had been to harvest the record growth of over 
500,000 broadband subscriptions achieved in FY2010 for increased profitability. 
Having seen the financial performance for the first half of FY2011, CTI felt that they 
were very much on track for higher profitability driven by their Fixed 
Telecommunications Network Service (FTNS) business, as well as lower financial 
costs. 
 
Continued growth: The Group‟s turnover increased by 5.1% year-on-year to HK$826 
million in the first half of FY2011. Revenue growth was driven mainly by 7.6% 
increase in FTNS business‟ turnover to HK$727 million, which more than offset the 
10.4% year-on-year decline in International Telecommunications Service business 
(IDD) to HK$98.7 million. In absolute terms, FTNS revenues increased by HK$51.4 
million versus IDD revenues decline of HK$11.5 million. FTNS‟s turnover contributed 
to 88.0% of the Group turnover in the first half of FY2011 (86.0% in the first half of 
FY2010). 
 
There were also strong growth in core EBITDA 10 and net profit. Monetizing the 
critical mass achieved in FY2010, CTI‟s core EBITDA for the first half of FY2011 
increased 16.7% year-on-year to HK$301.6 million, resulting in the improvement of 
core EBITDA margin from 32.9% a year ago to 36.5%. During the first half of 
FY2011, CTI also benefited from the full period net interest savings from the 
repurchase and redemption of their senior notes during FY2010. As a result, profit 

                                                           
10

 Earnings before interest, taxes, depreciation and amortization 
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attributable to shareholders increased by 44.0% year-on-year to HK$167.6 million in 
the first half of FY2011 and basic earnings per share went up to HK21.9 cents (from 
HK17.3 cents in 1H2010). 
 

 

Figure 4: CTI’s Revenue and Free Cash Flow 2008-2010 

 

 
The Group achieved continuous broadband subscription growth in Hong Kong. 
Despite fierce competition and subscription price increase for its core symmetric 
100Mbps broadband service from HK$99/month to HK$169/month, CTI achieved 
25,000 net additions to its existing 551,000 broadband subscriptions, being the only 
operator to have net market share growth. 
 
Effective from 1 September 2010, the first day of the new financial year, CTI ended 
their 10 months promotional broadband marketing offer for symmetric 100Mbps at 
HK$99/month and increased prices to HK$199/month for symmetric 100Mbps triple 
play service and 1Gbps broadband only service. CTI was fully aware of the “sticker 
shock” impact of this effective doubling of price and anticipated that it would take 
time to return to normal growth. In FY2006, a similar experience took place when 
prices were raised and CTI actually experienced a 9,000 net broadband 
subscriptions decline before returning to rapid growth in the later years.  
 
Low debt: CTI had a low gross debt to EBITDA ratio of 0.3 as at FY2010. Besides 
that, it also had high cash balances of HK$589 million, a 144% increase year-on-
year. 
 
Free cash flow generation: CTI‟s capex to sales was expected to peak in 2011 at 
about 20% of sales and then could decline towards 10% from FY2012. This, together 
with improvement in EBITDA margin, could provide a strong platform for cash flow 
growth. 
 
For the first half of FY2011, CTI declared an interim dividend of 15 cents per ordinary 
share or at 68% of profit attributable to shareholders. This was higher than that for 
the same period last year and in line with their full year guidance of between 60% 
and 90%. This resulted in a 131% increase in dividend per share to HK15 cents. 
CTI‟s dividend policy was intended to bring steady returns to the shareholders which 
promised to grow in absolute amount with higher profitability over time. This payout 
policy would prevail until the next major investment opportunity appeared, at which 
point CTI would then review their dividend policy to be accountable to shareholders. 
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Shareholder returns seemed set to increase in the near future as CTI reached its 
target of 2 million homes by the end of 2011. This meant that capital would probably 
drop by 50% and would be estimated to give CTI enough scope to at least double its 
free cash flows from current levels. Over the past five years, CTI‟s share price had 
already seen a 837% increase compared to 24% of the incumbent PCCW and 49% 
for i-Cable. 11   
 
 
 
 
 
6. Industry & Market 

Hong Kong was one of the most sophisticated and successful telecommunications 
markets in the world. In 2009, the gross output of the telecommunications sector 
amounted to HK$53.4 billion and employed around 17,000 persons.12 All sectors of 
Hong Kong‟s telecommunications market had been liberalized with no foreign 
ownership restrictions. The Office of the Telecommunications Authority (OFTA) was 
the executive arm of the Telecommunications Authority (TA), who was the statutory 
body responsible for regulating the telecommunications industry in Hong Kong. 
 
 
6.1 Broadband 

All local fixed line carriers in Hong Kong were allowed, under their licenses, to 
provide broadband services. Operators of broadband services used asymmetric 
digital subscriber line (ADSL), fiber-to-the-building (FTTB)/fiber-to-the-home (FTTH), 
hybrid fiber coaxial cable and other technologies. As at April 2011, there were 186 
Internet service providers licensed to provide broadband services. As at February 
2011, there were about 2.14 million registered customers, using broadband services 
with speed up to 1000 Mbps (megabits per second). In the same month, the 
household penetration of FTTH, FTTB and local area networks was around 34%.12 

 
The Hong Kong residential broadband market was well penetrated (82.6% 
household penetration) and was very competitive with four major participants 
competing for the same revenue pie. The competitive environment went through a 
significant shift when CTI‟s HKBN stepped up its FTTx effort in 2007 to grow scale 
through price and this had resulted in a sharp decline in industry price points, by 17 
to 88%. As of December 2010, PCCW was still the leading operator with 55% of 
subscriber share and CTI was No. 2 with 24% of the subscriber share. The market 
was expected to grow at a CAGR of 2.4% from 2010 to 2013, implying an 87.8% 
household penetration by 2013 year-end. 

 
Hong Kong was already ranked third globally in fiber penetration, perhaps due to its 
cheaper capex per home and CTI‟s aggressive push for FTTx. This trend was 

                                                           
11

 Enck, J. Hong Kong’s City Telecom has the recipe to spin glass into gold. Diffraction Analysis. January 2011. 
12

 Hong Kong: The Facts June 2001. Published by Information Services Department, Hong Kong Special 
Administrative Region Government. 
http://www.gov.hk/en/about/abouthk/factsheets/docs/telecommunications.pdf . Accessed on 12 July 2011.  
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expected to continue, given the ongoing development in the „ecosystem‟ such as 
contents and devices used, which should lead to higher demand for bandwidth. All 
operators were investing in this, albeit at different paces. 
 
Demand for bandwidth in the corporate and business market had soared in the past 
two years. Local leased line capacity per line reached 24.6Mbps in June 2010, up 
from 16.5Mbps one year earlier and only 7.9Mbps two years earlier. HK‟s IPLC 
(international private lease circuit capacity) had quintupled in the past two years. 
Strong demand was first seen in the corporate and telecom carrier market. In the 
residential market, there was substantial growth potential in demand for faster 
broadband connections in the next two to three years, with rapidly growing 
subscriptions to triple play services (telephone, broadband and IPTV). Among the 
operators, PCCW was one of the few to offer quad-play – mobile, fixed line, 
broadband and IPTV. 
 
 
6.2 IPTV 

The high penetration rate together with the high bandwidth of broadband services in 
Hong Kong had formed a suitable platform for the launch of Internet protocol 
television (IPTV) services. Hong Kong was the leading IPTV market in the Asia 
Pacific region, with just over 51.1% of homes receiving IPTV services at the end of 
June 2010, according to Informa Telecoms and Media (see Figure 5).13 By early 
2011, there were about 1.2 million IPTV subscribers in Hong Kong. Appendix 6 
shows the pay TV channels of CTI, PCCW and iCable.  

 

PCCW was a pioneer and leading operator of IPTV in the Asia-Pacific. It built its 
early customer base with innovative packaging and pricing options, rather than 
restricting customers to pre-determined bundles. From its launch, PCCW focused on 
capturing the rights to key content, placing strong pressure on its rivals. PCCW had 
also been able to tie content and services across its quad-play bundles, reusing the 
same premium content for its mobile services.14 

 

Figure 5: IPTV Subscribers of the Three IPTV Providers 
 

 
                                                           
13

http://www.rapidtvnews.com/index.php/201012109294/hong-kong-tops-asia-pacific-iptv-market.html. 
Accessed on 12 July 2011. 
14

http://www.telecomasia.net/content/challengers-apac-iptv-market. Accessed on 12 July 2011. 
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6.3 Fixed Line 

As of April 2011, there were 16 companies licensed to provide local fixed carrier 
services on a competitive basis. Fixed-line users could make an unlimited number of 
calls within Hong Kong on payment of a fixed monthly charge. With the emergence 
of new technologies, Internet protocol telephony services were also available in the 
market. As of February 2011, there were over 4.2 million exchange lines. The 
telephone density was 103 lines per 100 households, or 60 per cent by population, 
which was among the highest in the world. Local fixed carriers were required to 
facilitate fixed number portability which enabled consumers to switch to another local 
fixed operator without having to change their telephone numbers.  
 
In OFTA‟s latest published fixed-line figures to March 2011, the market gained 2,577 
fixed-line connections in the first three months of 2011, increasing to 3.689 million. 
Business lines were the primary drivers of fixed-line subscriptions. Total 
subscriptions in March 2011 were up by 0.15% year-on-year.  However, predicting 
the longer-term trajectory of Hong Kong‟s fixed-line market was problematic, due to 
several developments, which could help to stimulate new demand within the sector. 
Companies such as SmarTone-Vodafone were pushing new fixed-wireless services 
as part of a service package, which included mobile telephony and broadband 
Internet, helping to fuel a resumption of fixed line growth. Despite this range of 
potential influences on the development of Hong Kong‟s fixed-line sector, it was 
mostly believed that there would be a gradual decline in the number of lines over the 
next five years.  
 
 
6.4 Mobile 

Mobile subscriber base continued to grow with new prepaid and postpaid customers 
driving the growth. The market benefited from a healthy degree of competition with 
five mobile network operators, namely 3, CSL, PCCW Mobile, SmarTone-Vodafone 
and China Mobile Hong Kong. All of the leading mobile operators offered 3G and 
high-speed downlink packet access (HSDPA) services. Demand for mobile value-
added services was strong and expected to continue growing. Globally, social 
network was accelerating the growth of mobile.  

There was little room for growth left in the 2G market, with Hong Kong‟s official 
penetration rate at more than 194%, leading to a decline in 2G postpaid ARPU (see 
Figure 6). Many operators were experiencing declining revenues due to low profit 
margins. The high proportion of postpaid customers limited the opportunity to 
migrate prepaid users to higher value contract packages. Despite these weaknesses, 
the growth in the number of mobile data users was expected to continue. Ongoing 
deployment of HSDPA technology and the launch of new multimedia mobile 
handsets should have a positive impact on data service usage. All of the leading 
operators had been actively deploying multimedia content services, providing 
opportunities for content providers.   
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Figure 6: Mobile ARPU for Selected Mobile Operators 

 

Among these 13.71 million subscribers, 5.72 million were 3G or 3.5G service 
customers. As at February 2011, local mobile data usage recorded a remarkable 
surge to 1 949 Terabytes (i.e.1 948 760 Gigabytes), or an average of 291.2 Mbytes 
per 2.5G or 3G mobile user. This represented 2.8 times the mobile data usage over 
the same period in 2010 and 12.1 times over the same period in 2009. All four 3G 
operators had deployed 3.5G services utilizing High Speed Downlink Packet Access 
(HSDPA) technology. Some 3G operators had implemented the new Dual-Carrier 
Evolved High Speed Packet Access (DC-HSPA+) technology in Hong Kong 
facilitating consumers to enjoy mobile data services at a speed up to 42 Mbps.   
 
SmarTone launched the iPhone 3GS in January 2010. Handset subsidies for both 
Hutchison Telecommunications Hong Kong (HTHK) and SmarTone were expected 
to remain high or even increase in 2H10 and 2011, especially given the launch of 
iPhone4 in July. Also, with increasing smartphone penetration, mobile data was 
expected to increase for all operators. Among all the operators, SmarTone was 
believed to be the best positioned to benefit from the mobile data growth opportunity 
given its superior customer profile, better branding, and advanced network planning, 
as the company started IP-based network upgrade 2 to 3 years ago. 
 
 
6.5 Spectrum Allocation 
 
Hong Kong's Office of the Telecommunications Authority (OFTA) released Radio 
Spectrum in the 2.3 GHz and 2.5 GHz bands for the provision of Broadband 
Wireless Access (BWA) services. The deployment of the technologies enabled the 
public to enjoy advanced high-speed wireless fixed and mobile services. The 
available radio spectrum of 195MHz was divided into 12 frequency bands, each with 
a bandwidth varying from 5 MHz to 30MHz. The winners of the auction, concluded 
on January 2009, were PCCW-HTHK joint venture, Genius Brand Limited, CSL 
Limited and China Mobile Hong Kong with bid prices of HK$518 million, HK$523 
million and HK$495 million respectively. 

OFTA also concluded the auction result for the additional radio spectrum in the 850 
MHz (5 MHz paired), 900 MHz (5 MHz paired), and 2 GHz (4.8 MHz unpaired and 
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4.9 MHz unpaired) bands. There were six qualified bidders participating in the 
auction: three cellular operators (SmarTone, CSL, PEOPLE), two integrated 
operators (HTHK PCCW) and one wireline operator (CTI). The provisional 
successful bidder for the frequency band A was SmarTone with a final bid price of 
HK$875 million while the provisional successful bidder for frequency band B was 
HTHK with a final bid price of HK$1,077 million (see Figure 7). 
 
Currently, OFTA was considering new spectrum for long term evolution (LTE), a 4G 
ultra high speed mobile data GSM-based technology. LGE was quickly emerging as 
the dominant next generation standard due to WiMax‟s and Verizon‟s adoption of it. 
 

 
Figure 7: Hong Kong Telcos Spectrum Allocation 

 

 
 

7. Competition 
 

Tables 5 & 6 provide comparisons of some players in the telecommunications 
market in Hong Kong. 

 
 

Table 5: Peer Comparisons 

 PCCW CTI i-Cable SmarTone Hutchison 

IPTV Net 
Additions ‘000 

38 -17 101 - - 

IPTV Subs 1,039 153 1101 - - 

IPTV ARPU 
HK$/month 

167 135* 38* 216* 219* 

Revenue 19,878 1,575 2,002 3,957 9,880 

EBITDA 7,354 526 96 1,177 2,203 

Capex -1,798 -349 -240 -487 -1,117 
FY2010, in HK$ „000 or „000 unless otherwise stated 
Revenue and EBITDA are for telecommunication businesses 
*Blended 
 
 

7.1  PCCW 
 

PCCW Limited (PCCW) was the holding company of HKT Group Holdings Limited. 
HKT Group Holdings Limited (HKT) was formed in 2008 to hold the 
telecommunications services, media and IT solutions businesses of the PCCW 
Group. It was an integrated service provider across four platforms – fixed-line, 
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broadband Internet, TV and mobile. PCCW was also responsible for one of the 
world's largest commercial deployments of IPTV services under the Now TV brand. It 
currently had a 50-50 joint venture named Genius Brand Limited with HTHK. 

 
 

Table 6: Summary of Key Financials for the Peers 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

With more than 2.59 million business and residential lines in service, the Group had 
a leadership position in the fixed-line market in Hong Kong. In the broadband market, 
the company also had the largest share of the market with 1.37 million retail and 
business customers. Its IPTV service under the Now TV brand had reached more 
than 40% of the estimated 2.3 million households in Hong Kong. The Group, under 
the PCCW Mobile brand had also invested significantly in expanding its 3G network 
since its return to the mobile market in 2005 and its customer base in this market 
had grown ten times since then to 1.48 million subscribers. PCCW/HKT was a key 
contributor to Hong Kong's drive to become a "Wi-Fi city". More than 9,000 PCCW 
Wi-Fi hotspots covered various high-traffic locations in Hong Kong, such as food 
outlets, shopping malls, universities, and public transport, and the number was 
growing continuously. 

 
7.2 SmarTone Telecommunications 
 
With 1.3 million subscribers as at FY10, SmarTone was the 3rd largest mobile 
operator in Hong Kong. Partnering with Vodafone since December 2004 (re-branded 
as SmarTone-Vodafone), it provided voice, multimedia, and broadband services in 
mobile and fixed line markets. SmarTone had been the major beneficiary of strong 
3G subscription rates and a major 3G market-share gainer in the local 3G market in 
the past two years.  
 
SmarTone‟s profits increased significantly due to substantial growth in the number of 
high value customers, further lifting ARPU, EBIT and EBITDA margins. However, 
operating expenses, together with depreciation and amortization costs, also 
increased at a fast pace. Increased investment in the network, as well as handset 
subsidies, particularly for Smartphones, led to increasing expenses. 
 

FY2010 Revenue Profit EBITDA

Total 

Equity

Total 

Assets Cash

Profit 

Margin

EBITDA 

Margin Total Debt Net Debt

Net Debt/ 

EBITDA

Cur Mkt 

Cap Cur EV

Cur 

EV/T12M 

EBITDA Cur PE

China Mobile 71,700 17,678 35,723 87,622 130,800 44,364 25 50 5,185 (39,179) (1.07) 184,972 121,366 3.91 10.05

Hutchison 1,272 97 284 1,261 2,338 23 8 22 459 436 1.54 1,515 1,898 6.71 15.63

I-CABLE 258 (34) 12 225 299 57 (13) 5 0 (57) (4.64) 186 129 10.43 N/A

PCCW 2,956 248 947 (78) 6,192 1,042 8 32 4,616 3,574 3.78 3,221 7,128 7.55 12.49

SmarTone 510 38 152 355 622 87 7 30 0 (87) (0.57) 1,624 1,522 5.67 25.54

In USD millions
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Its growth might slow from FY12 onwards, as rivals‟ ramping up 3G capacity and 4G 
upgrades could eliminate its 3G capacity advantage. From a cost perspective, 
SmarTone could see its selling expenses rising faster than its rate of revenue growth 
given intensifying marketing campaigns. Meanwhile, soaring 3G data traffic requires 
the company to lease more backhaul capacity, which would weigh on margins in the 
long run. 
 
 
7.3  Hutchison 
 

Hutchison Telecommunications International Ltd (HTIL) was formed in 2004. The 
operator separated its domestic operations in Hong Kong and Macau from its 
international business, and listed it as Hutchinson Telecommunications Hong Kong 
Holdings Limited (HTHKH) on the Hong Kong Stock Exchange in 2009. Its largest 
shareholder Hutchison Whampoa Limited (shareholding as of 30 June 2011: 
65.02%) was a recognized leader in telecommunications services. 

HTHKH was a leading integrated telecommunications operator. It provided GSM 
dual-band and 3G mobile telecommunications services, Wi-Fi service, residential 
fixed broadband, residential telephone line and IDD services in Hong Kong under the 
3ree Broadband brand while delivering mobile services in Macau under the 3 brand. 
In addition, HTHKH provided corporate, carrier and international customer segments 
based in Hong Kong with fixed-line telecommunications services under the HGC 
brand.  

3 was Hong Kong's 3G market leader in terms of customer base as at 30 June 2011. 
HGC was a Hong Kong-based fixed-line connectivity provider focusing on the data 
communication needs of business and multinational customers, as well as the traffic 
demand of carriers from around the world. 

As at FY2010, HTHKH had 2.84 million mobile subscribers, of which 1.76 million 
were 3G subscribers and 1.07 million were 2G subscribers. HTHKH participated in a 
50-50 joint venture named Genius Brand Limited with PCCW. It had over 1 million 
km of core optic fiber cabling with 70% home passed, 80% of which were 100Mbps 
to 1Gbps. As the first operator to launch Apple iPhone, HTIL had a first mover 
advantage.  
 
 
7.4  CSL New World Mobility 
 
In September 2001, CSL was one of the four operators to win a 3G license for Hong 
Kong. It launched its network in 1983 and operated on a GSM/W-CDMA network. At 
the end of December 2005, the company which was then 100% owned by Australia‟s 
Telstra, had around 1.7 million subscribers and a 20% share of the Hong Kong 
cellular market. Following the merger between Hong Kong CSL and New World 
Mobility in 2006, CSL New World Mobility was formed (Telstra 76.4% stake and 
Hong Kong-based conglomerate New World Development 23.6% stake). CSL New 
World Mobility was currently the largest mobile operator in Hong Kong with more 
than 4 million customers, well ahead of Hutchison. CSL was the recent winning 
bidder of a block of paired spectrum in the 2.6 Ghz band auctioned during the BWA 
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Auction held by OFTA. With that, CSL operated more spectrum than any other 
operator in Hong Kong, giving it a clear capacity advantage. 
 
 
7.5  China Mobile Hong Kong Company Limited 

China Mobile (CMHK) was the wholly owned subsidiary of China Mobile Limited. The 
Company was incepted in January 1997 and was the first PCS operator to launch 
services in Hong Kong under the brand name „Peoples‟. CMHK was a provider of a 
wide range of communication services including mobile voice, IDD & roaming, and 
wireless data riding on advanced technologies including WAP, GPRS, EDGE, 2G 
and 3G. Capitalizing on the strong support of its parent company China Mobile, 
CMHK had launched a series of cross-border mobile services to maximize the 
convenience and saving for customers traveling between Hong Kong and China. Its 
"1-Card-Multi-Number" service, special BlackBerry and GPRS data plans were 
especially welcomed by frequent travelers. Together with CSL, PCCW and HTHK, 
CMHK won the spectrum in the 2.3 GHz and 2.5 GHz bands for the provision of 
BWA services with a bid price of HK$495 million. 

The Company had been named as a "Caring Company" since 2002 and a 
recognized merchant under the "Quality Tourism Service" scheme since 2004. 
Despite its strengths, China Mobile had a number of service obligations under 
agreements with the Chinese Government and might be obliged to provide 
unprofitable services that pay a social dividend. 

 
7.6  i-Cable Communications Limited 
 
CABLE Communications Limited was incorporated in May 1999 as an investment 
holding company. Through its subsidiaries, it operated as an integrated 
communications company. The Company operated in two business segments: pay 
TV and Internet and multimedia. The pay TV segment, with 1.1 million subscribers, 
included operations related to the pay TV subscription business, advertising, channel 
carriage, TV relay service, program licensing, network maintenance, and 
miscellaneous pay TV related businesses. The Internet and multimedia segment, 
with 0.23 million subscribers, included operations related to Broadband and dial-up 
Internet access services, portal subscription, mobile content licensing, voice-over 
Internet protocol interconnection, as well as other Internet access related businesses. 
While i-Cable was upgrading its network and could remain aggressive on prices, 
cable broadband might not be technologically competitive against FTTx in the longer 
term in Hong Kong. Despite its higher price for IPTV services compared to CTI, i-
Cable had managed to maintain a large subscriber base as it had exclusive rights to 
popular football broadcasts such as UEFA Cup. 
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In September of 2011, Ricky and Paul wondered what future strategic directions they 
should pursue for the company: Focus on harvesting from the investments in the 
fiber network for as long as possible, or to pursue bold moves in new areas such as 
new products and services, or new markets such as China? 
     

For the former, the company had to decide which area (broadband, voice or IPTV 
services) the company should devote more resources to pursue growth and how the 
company could achieve synergy and integration through a triple-play operation. The 
company had not been very successful in attracting subscribers for its IPTV services. 
There was the need to develop a strategic plan for the domestic free TV market if the 
company‟s application of a license was approved in the near future. Is the 
assumption that key competitors would not invest in their fiber network at any time in 
the future sound in the first place? Overall, how can CTI be the best broadband 
service operator by 2016? 
 
In addition, the company had to decide how aggressive it would be in participating in 
the auction of the new spectrum for the long term evolution (LTE) by the OFTA. The 
LTE was a 4G ultra high speed mobile data GSM-based technology. LGE was 
quickly emerging as the dominant next generation standard due to WiMax‟s and 
Verizon‟s adoption of it. Should the company throw caution into the wind and bid 
aggressively with a high offer in order to win the auction and launch itself into the 
mobile services market which would enable it to apply a quad-play operation? 
 
For new products and services, could the company go more into content and 
application development and distribution? CTI had just announced the plan to 
construct a world leading, state-of-the-art multimedia center. 15 The Center would be 
located in a 220,000 square feet plot (Lot No. 39) in the Hong Kong Science and 
Technology Industrial Park. It would have 300,000 square feet gross floor area and 
this was expandable to 500,000 square feet. The construction costs would be around 
HK$ 600 million and it was expected to be operational in around 36 months. The key 
components of the Center were: (a) Studios, the largest of which would have an area 
of 15,000 square feet; (b) Exhibition and education center; (c) Post product suite 
which would be super high-definition and 3-D enabled; and (d) Administrative offices. 
The functions of the Center would involve (a) Production which included studio 
production of movies, drama and other content, internet and social media content, 
satellite feed downlink, outdoor broadcast, games, and cultural and educational 
concerts and activities; (b) Post-production which would include processing and 
editing, and (c) Distribution which would include broadcasting and transmission. The 
Center would adopt an open platform which would encourage local and overseas 
partnership. It sought to produce next generation content for future audiences who 
would look for more interactivity and mutuality. Future market behavior was expected 
to involve seamless access to content in terms of voice, music, video, games, and 
applications; across all platforms and devices such as computer, game console, 
television, smartphone and tablet across multiple operating systems. The detailed 

                                                           
15

  Video of this announcement by Chairman Ricky Wong can be viewed at: 
http://ir.ctigroup.com.hk/eng/ir/presentations.php   

FUTURE DIRECTIONS 

http://ir.ctigroup.com.hk/eng/ir/presentations.php
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strategy for the Center and the production and/or distribution of such content and 
application would need to be conceptualized. 
 
For market, could the company explore the China market or other attractive markets? 
China was the largest and fastest growing market in terms of numbers of both 
broadband and overall internet users. Internet users in China, fixed and mobile, had 
grown from 110 million in 2005 to 458 million in 2010. There were currently over 900 
million mobile users in China, only 303 million of these were mobile internet users. 16 
There were more than 2,000 television and movie production companies in China 
with limited traditional distribution channels. Out of approximately 14,000 television 
episodes produced in 2010, fewer than half made it to broadcasting. 17 There were 
opportunities in the internet content market in China. Total online advertising 
revenue grew from RMB 0.5 billion in 2006 to RMB 2.8 billion in 2009. Online video 
advertising revenues grew from RMB 0.1 billion in 2006 to RMB 2.4 billion in 2010. 
This was forecasted to hit RMB 6.7 billion in 2012 and RMB 9.5 billion in 2013. 18 72% 
of Internet users in China or 329 million users engaged in Internet content in 2010. 
The top two categories of most-viewed Internet content were professionally 
produced full length movies and TV serial dramas.   
 

 

  

                                                           
16

 27
th

 Statistical Report on the Development Status of China Internet Network, CNNIC. Internet users refer to 
individuals aged 6 or above who visited Internet at least once in the preceding six months. 
17

 New Development Plan on Multimedia Creativity, Briefing by Ricky Wong, Chairman, 15 August 2011. 
18

 Source: iResearch 
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Appendix 1: Milestones of CTI 
 
2011 

Apr HKBN Launches "bbTV GIANT" Mobile Apps 

Apr HKBN Introduce DCX Pilot Scheme, empowered digital transmission of movies between Cyberport and major 
cinema chains through fibre network 

Apr New York Times reported HKBN provides 1000Mbps broadband services at mass market price. 

Feb HKBN Launches “Service With Heart” Customer Engagement Program  

Jan HKBN Spearheads Next-Generation Internet Network With Cisco CRS-3 Carrier Routing System 

2010 

Dec HKBN bbTV's news is available on Yahoo! Hong Kong 

Dec HKBN Launches Canto-pop HD Online Music Portal – MusicOne 

Nov HKBN expanded Corporate Fibre Network coverage to renowned Hong Kong Grade A buildings 

Sept PHENOMENAL Singapore Experience for our Front Line Talents  

Aug Exclusive First Small Screen Release of Hollywood Big Screen Hits  

Jun AWESOME Management Offsite in Germany  

May HKBN's New 1000Mbps TV Campaign – "With Speed, Life is Real" 

May City Telecom 1H FY2010 Results Record Broadband Subscription Growth  

Apr HKBN launches 1 Gbps broadband for US$26/month  

Feb HKBN takes on Climate Change with expedition to the Antarctica 

2009 

Dec HKBN Shatters the Millionth Subscription Mark Driven by Strong Broadband Subscription Growth 

Dec HKBN launches online MMORPG game store with exclusive virtual goodies 

Nov City Telecom receives "Innovation in Recruitment" and "Champion of HR" awards at the HRM Awards 2009 

Nov HKBN: "AWESOME SPEED. FOR EVERYONE" 100Mbps broadband at US$13 /month  

Aug HKBN announced partnerships with the leading Massively Multiplayer Online Role Playing Game (MMORPG) 
developers across the Greater China region 

Aug HKBN launched 13 New "Fibre Shops" 

Jul HKBN awarded 2009 HKMA Quality Award (Bronze) 

Jun HKBN launched the first Online Broadband Service Registration Platform in Hong Kong 

Feb City Telecom launched Talent Upgrade Program:"Next Station: University" 

2008 

Feb HKBN Awarded Hong Kong International Airport Payphone Service Provision Contract 

Jan HKBN launches Dual Mode High Definition Terrestrial TV Receiver + IPTV Set-Top-Box at HK$0 

Jan HKBN Being the First to Offer Free WiFi Service at Public Rental Estates 

2007 

May HKBN renamed its IP-TV business as "bbTV" 

Mar HKBN enhances Digital TV platform launched new application "bbBOX", strengthens TV contents 

Feb HKBN launches bb50 & bb200, symmetric residential broadband service, supported by "SDU" personalized 
customer care service 

APPENDICES 
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Jan HKBN launches "bbAid" to support emergency broadband needs in Hong Kong 

2006 

Nov CTI Groups upgraded her staff facilities - life-time learning centre and Free-Zone multi-purpose Staff Canteen 

Sep CTI Group took initiatives in "Work-Life Balance" enhancement 

Aug HKBN and HKCT launched in collaboration Diploma in info TV 

Apr HKBN launched "bb25", symmetric residential broadband service 

Mar HKBN and Sony launched HDV1080i high definition movie sharing platform 

Mar HKBN launched free legal movies download for all Hong Kong Internet users 

2005 

Oct HKBN launched its new brand "2b", the second generation broadband phone services 

May HKBN renamed its IP-TV business as "HKBN Digital TV" 

Apr HKBN officially launched bb1000 service, that Hong Kong became the first market in the World whereby 1/3rd 
of the total households can enjoy Fibre-to-the-Home 1Gbps residential broadband service 

2004 

Nov HKBN announced the launched of "bb100", Hong Kong's first 100Mbps residential broadband service, and the 
release of its 1Gbps residential broadband service by 2Q 2005 

Aug HKBN launched off-net residential VOIP service, namely the Broadband Phone Service 

Jul HKBN launched corporate data services 

2003 

Aug HKBN officially launched pay-TV service 

2002 

Jun Launched of HKBN IDD0030 service 

Apr HKBN officially launched local telephony service 

Apr HKBN upgraded to become a wireline-based FTNS license 

2001 

May CTI International awarded the Satellite-based Fixed Carrier license 

2000 

Mar KDDI Corporation (formerly KDD Corporation) ("KDDI") subscribed 15% stake of HKBN, forming strategic 
partnership with City Telecom 

Mar Launch of Broadband Internet services by HKBN 

Feb Hong Kong Broadband Network Limited ("HKBN"), a subsidiary of City Telecom obtained the local wireless 
FTNS license 

1999 

Aug Launch of iChannel, a multi-media channel on the internet 

Jul Launch of "Lifetime free" dial-up Internet-service plan 

Jan Launch of IDD 1666 Direct Calling Service 

1998 

Nov The first company to receive the licenses of ISR voice service in Hong Kong 

Jun Launch of CTInets Internet Access Service 

May City Telecom (Japan) obtained Special Type II license from MPT to provide ISR service in Japan 

Mar Launch of CTIm@il Web Mail Service 

Feb Launch of International Simple Resale (ISR) Fax Service 
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1997 

Mar Set up INC (the Specialized IDD Network for Corporations) for serving of corporate sector 

Feb City Telecom (Japan) Co. Ltd. was set up with General Type II license authorized by Ministry of Post and 
Telecommunications (MPT) in Tokyo, Japan 

Jan Launch of IDD300 Calling Service 

1994 

Sep Launch of GlobaLink International Calling Card Service 

Jan Launch of 003 International Guarantee Fax Service 

1993 

Jun Switching center was established in Buffalo, New York, USA 

1992 

Sep 888 International Calling Card Service was introduced 

May City Telecom (H.K.) LTD. was incorporated in Hong Kong 

 

Source: http://www.ctigroup.com.hk/ctigroup/eng/about/milestones.htm 
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Appendix 2: CTI Board of Directors 

Chairman - Mr. WONG Wai Kay, Ricky 
Mr. WONG Wai Kay, Ricky, was the co-founder and Chairman of the Group. He was responsible for 
the overall strategic planning and management of the Group. Mr. Wong had over 25 years‟ 
experience in the telecommunications and computer industries. He had worked at a major US-listed 
computer company as a marketing representative and was responsible for marketing and distribution 
of computer products in Hong Kong from 1985 to 1989. He was also a co-founder and director of a 
company principally engaged in import and distribution of computer systems in Canada prior to co-
founding of the Group. Mr. Wong held a Bachelor‟s Degree in Science and a Master of Business 
Administration Degree (Executive MBA Programme) from The Chinese University of Hong Kong. 
Currently, Mr. Wong was a member of Zhejiang Committee, Chinese People‟s Political Consultative 
Conference, a member of the Board of Trustees, United College, The Chinese University of Hong 
Kong and a member of the executive committee of the Digital Solidarity Fund of Hong Kong Council 
of Social Service. 
 
Vice Chairman - Mr. CHEUNG Chi Kin, Paul 
Mr. CHEUNG Chi Kin, Paul, was the co-founder and Vice Chairman of the Group. Mr. Cheung was 
responsible for overall strategic planning and management of the Group. Prior to that, Mr. Cheung 
was appointed as the Chief Executive Officer and was responsible for day-to-day operations and 
technological research, development and support activities. Mr. Cheung had more than 29 years‟ 
experience in the telecommunications and computer industries. He had worked in several companies 
engaged in application software development and computer consultancy prior to co-founding of the 
Group. Mr. Cheung graduated with a Diploma of Advanced Programming and System Concepts 
Design from Herzing Institute, Canada.  
 
Chief Executive Officer - Mr. YEUNG Chu Kwong, William 
Mr. YEUNG Chu Kwong, William, was appointed as the Executive Director and Chief Executive 
Officer of the Group in November 2008 with the responsibilities for developing corporate strategies 
and overseeing the operations of the Group. Before that, Mr.Yeung joined the Group as Chief 
Operating Officer in October 2005. He was in charge of the Customer Engagement Department 
overseeing customer relationship management and was also in charge of the Network Development 
Department. Mr.Yeung had more than 19 years‟ experience in the telecommunications industry. Prior 
to joining the Group, Mr.Yeung was the Director of Customers Division in Smartone-Vodafone, the 
General Manager of Personal Communications and Retail Division in Tricom Telecom Limited, and 
was also an Inspector of Police in the Hong Kong Police Force. Mr.Yeung held a Bachelor of Arts 
Degree from Hong Kong Baptist University, a Master of Business Administration Degree from 
University of Strathclyde, U.K. and a Master of Science Degree in Electronic Commerce and Internet 
Computing from The University of Hong Kong. Mr.Yeungwas also a graduate of the Senior Executive 
Program of the Columbia University Graduate School of Business in New York. 
 
Chief Financial Officer and Head of Talent Engagement - Mr. LAI Ni Quiaque 
Mr. LAI Ni Quiaque was Chief Financial Officer, Company Secretary and Head of Talent Engagement. 
Mr. Lai joined the Group in May 2004. Mr. Lai has extensive experience in telecommunications 
industry, research and finance. Prior to joining the Group, Mr. Lai was a Director and Head of Asia 
Telecom Research for Credit Suisse and was involved in global fund raisings for a wide range of 
Asian Telecom carriers such as China Mobile, China Telecom, China Unicom, China Netcom, SK 
Telecom, PCCW, Telekom Malaysia, etc. Before that, Mr. Lai held positions with Hongkong Telecom 
and Kleinwort Benson Securities (Asia). Mr. Lai holds a Bachelor of Commerce degree from the 
University of Western Australia and an Executive Master of Business Administration Degree from 
Kellogg-HKUST. Mr. Lai was a Fellow member of HKICPA and CPA Australia and was a Member of 
the Hong Kong Institute of Directors. Mr. Lai had also been appointed as a member of the 
Remuneration Committee of the Company. 
 
Dr. CHENG Mo Chi, Moses – Non-Executive Director 
Dr. Cheng Mo Chi, Moses, was appointed as an Independent Non-Executive Director of the Group 
since 17 June 1997 and had been re-designated as a Non-executive Director of the Group with effect 
from 30 September 2004. Dr. Cheng had also been appointed as a member of the Remuneration 
Committee of the Company. Dr. Cheng was a practising solicitor and the senior partner of Messrs. 
P.C. Woo & Co. Dr. Cheng was a member of the Legislative Council of Hong Kong. He was the 
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founder chairman of the Hong Kong Institute of Directors of which he was currently the Honorary 
President and Chairman Emeritus. Dr. Cheng currently held directorships in K. Wah International 
Holdings Limited, China COSCO Holdings Company Limited, China Mobile Limited, China Resources 
Enterprise, Limited, Towngas China Company Limited, Hong Kong Exchanges and Clearing Limited, 
Kader Holdings Company Limited, Liu Chong Hing Investment Limited, Guangdong Investment 
Limited and Tian An China Investments Company Limited, all were public listed companies in Hong 
Kong. His other directorships in public listed companies in the last 3 years included Beijing Capital 
International Airport Company Limited, Galaxy Entertainment Group Limited and ShuiOn Construction 
and Materials Limited, all also public listed companies in Hong Kong. He was also an independent 
non-executive director of ARA Assets Management Limited, a company whose shares were listed on 
Singapore Exchange Limited, and an independent director of ARA Assets Management (Singapore) 
Limited, which managed Fortune Real Estate Investment Trust, a real estate investment trust listed on 
Singapore Exchange Limited. 
 
Mr. LEE Hon Ying, John – Independent Non-Executive Director 
Mr. LEE Hon Ying, John, was the managing director of Cyber Networks Consultants Company in 
Hong Kong. He was the Regional Director, Asia Pacific of Northrop Grumman-Canada, Ltd. He was 
previously the director of network services of Digital Equipment (HK) Limited and prior to that, worked 
for Cable and Wireless (HK) Limited and Hong Kong Telecom. He was a chartered engineer and a 
member of Institution of Engineering and Technology, the United Kingdom, the Hong Kong Institution 
of Engineers and the Hong Kong Computer Society. He received a Master's Degree in Information 
System from The Hong Kong Polytechnic University in 1992. In addition, he was the Vice President 
and Board Member of the Society of St. Vincent de Paul, Council General, which was an international 
charity body with its head office in Paris, France. He was the Commission member of Catholic 
Diocese of Hong Kong Diocesan for Hospital Pastoral Care. Mr. Lee had been a Director of the Group 
since June 1997. Mr. Lee was also the chairman of the Audit Committee and Remuneration 
Committee of the Company. 
 
Dr. CHAN Kin Man – Independent Non-Executive Director 
Dr. CHAN Kin Manwas Director of Centre for Civil Society Studies and Associate Professor of the 
Department of Sociology of The Chinese University of Hong Kong. He received a Bachelor of Social 
Science Degree from The Chinese University of Hong Kong in 1983 and a Doctor of Philosophy 
Degree from Yale University in the U.S. in 1995. Dr. Chan had been a Director of the Group since 
June 1997. Dr. Chan had also been appointed as a member of the Audit Committee and 
Remuneration Committee of the Company. 
 
Mr. PEH Jefferson Tun Lu – Independent Non-Executive Director 
Mr. PEH Jefferson TunLuwas a Certified Public Accountant of the Hong Kong Institute of Certified 
Public Accountants and a Certified Practicing Accountant of CPA Australia. Mr Peh held a Master 
Degree in Business from the University of Technology, Sydney. He had over 28 years of experience 
in finance, accounting and management from listed and private companies in Hong Kong and 
Australia. Mr.Peh had been a Director of the Group since September 2004. Mr Peh had also been 
appointed as a member of the Audit Committee and Remuneration Committee of the Company. 
Source: http://www.ctigroup.com.hk/ctigroup/eng/about/directors.htm 
 
 

  

http://www.ctigroup.com.hk/ctigroup/eng/about/directors.htm
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Appendix 3: Senior Management 
 
Name Designation and Description 

Mr. John 
Chong Kin 
Chun 

Managing Director of Corporate Division – Mr. Chong was responsible for sales, 
servicing and network expansion development of the Group‟s international 
telecommunications services and fixed telecommunications network services for 
business and corporate customers. He joined the Group in February 1996 and held 
a Bachelor‟s Degree in Arts from The University of Hong Kong. 

Mr Lo Sui Lun Chief Technology Officer – Mr. Lo was responsible for the Group's network, 
information system development and operations including broadband networking, 
IPTV, wireless applications, as well as VoIP networks. He was also responsible for 
regulatory and carrier relations matters of the Group.  Mr. Lo joined the Group in 
September 1998. Prior to that, Mr. Lo worked for PCCW for 9 years, gaining 
experience in network planning and undersea cable investment. Mr. Lo held a 
Bachelor's Degree in Sciences in Electronics from The Chinese University of Hong 
Kong and a Master's Degree in Business Administration from the University of 
Strathclyde, U.K. 

Ms To Wai 
Bing 

Managing Director of Business Development - Ms To was also in charge of 
International Business Department, Carrier Business Department and Pay TV 
Department. She was responsible for the control of cost of services, sales of carrier 
business, and development of Pay TV business. She explored and secured 
business partnerships to strengthen the Group‟s business operations and 
development. Before joining the Group, Ms To had worked in the Hong Kong 
Telecom Group for 16 years after graduating from The Hong Kong Polytechnic 
University with a Diploma in Electronic Engineering and subsequently a Higher 
Certificate in Electronic Engineering. 

Mr. William 
Yeung Chu 
Kwong 

Executive Director, Chief Executive Officer– As the CEO, Mr. Yeung was 
responsible for developing corporate strategies and overseeing the operations of the 
Group. Before that in 2005, he was the Group‟s Chief Operating Officer. He was in 
charge of the Customer Engagement Department overseeing customer relationship 
management and also oversaw the Network Development Department. Mr. Yeung 
had more than 19 years‟ experience in the telecommunications industry. Prior to 
joining the Group, Mr. Yeung was the Director of Customers Division in Smartone-
Vodafone, the General Manager of Personal Communications and Retail Division in 
Tricom Telecom Limited, and was also an Inspector of Police in the Hong Kong 
Police Force. Mr. Yeung held a Bachelor of Arts Degree from Hong Kong Baptist 
University, a Master of Business Administration Degree from University of 
Strathclyde, U.K. and a Master of Science Degree in Electronic Commerce and 
Internet Computing from The University of Hong Kong. Mr. Yeung was also a 
graduate of the Senior Executive Program of the Columbia University Graduate 
School of Business in New York. 

Mr. Lai Ni 
Quiaque 

Chief Financial Officer, Company Secretary, Head of Talent Engagement - Mr. 
Lai joined the Group in 2004 with extensive experience in telecommunications 
industry, research and finance. Prior to joining the Group, Mr. Lai was a Director and 
Head of Asia Telecom Research for Credit Suisse and was involved in global fund 
raisings for a wide range of Asian Telecom carriers such as China Mobile, China 
Telecom, China Unicom, China Netcom, SK Telecom, PCCW, Telekom Malaysia, 
etc. Before that, Mr. Lai held positions with Hongkong Telecom and Kleinwort 
Benson Securities (Asia). Mr. Lai holds a Bachelor of Commerce degree from the 
University of Western Australia and an Executive Master of Business Administration 
Degree from Kellogg-HKUST. Mr. Lai was a Fellow member of HKICPA and CPA 
Australia and was a Member of the Hong Kong Institute of Directors. 
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Appendix 4: Television Ad Campaign 2007-2009 
 
 
 
2007: Desell Part I 
Largest network is still providing broadband on old phone lines. 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BOceE7j--Oc 
 
 
2008: Desell Part II 
Alexander Bell visits Broadband Hell to explain that copper telephone line designed 
a 100 years ago was not intended for today‟s internet. 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CJmfcFhJsWE 
 
 
2009: Awesome Speed. For Everyone 
A Lamborghini “Super-Car” experience for everyone. 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gj27SOjOn58 
 
  

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BOceE7j--Oc
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CJmfcFhJsWE
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gj27SOjOn58
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Appendix 5: CTI Financial Performance 
 

Highlights for Financial Year 2010 Growth Total 

Broadband, voice and IP-TV subscribers  + 17.7% 1,110,000 

Turnover  + 6.5% HK$1,574.7 mn 

EBITDA - 7.6% HK$469.4 mn 

Core EBITDA + 0.5% HK$479.1 mn 

Profit attributable to shareholders + 1.9% HK$216.9 mn 

Dividend per share + 5.3% HK$20 cents 

Coverage   

Homes pass coverage + 150,000 1.77 N 

Corporate buildings + 200 1,430 

 

HK$’000 FY10 FY09 FY08 FY07 FY06 

Results           

Turnover 1,574,687 1,478,239 1,302,981 1,141,270 1,159,579 

Profit/(loss) before taxation 259,545 251,559 108,372 30,891 (99,485) 

Income tax (expense)/benefit (42,679) (38,730) 16,818 (2,026) 7,244 

Profit/(loss) attributable to 
shareholders 

216,866 212,829 125,190 28,865 (92,241) 

EBITDA 526.201 527.636 407.819 370.154 268.376 

Capital expenditure -349.076 -289.938 -189.903 -149.3 -382.214 

Assets           

Goodwill 1,066 1,066 1,066 1,066 1,066 

Fixed assets 1,431,813 1,302,380 1,231,399 1,237,223 1,367,234 

Other financial assets – – – 39,213 40,274 

Derivative financial 
instruments 

– – – 1,039 1,845 

Long term receivable and 
prepayment 

5,174 6,091 5,586 6,932 12,532 

Deferred tax asset – – 26,335 – – 

Deferred expenditure 6,626 49,460 56,095 21,367 12,445 

Current assets 806,870 426,047 759,935 854,293 688,819 

Total assets 2,251,549 1,785,044 2,080,416 2,161,133 2,124,215 

Liabilities           

Current liabilities 371,914 377,692 359,375 303,992 283,105 

Non-current liabilities 179,803 178,825 688,434 953,259 949,456 

Derivative financial instruments 11,293 – – – – 

Total liabilities 563,010 556,517 1,047,809 1,257,251 1,232,561 

Net assets 1,688,539 1,228,527 1,032,607 903,882 891,654 

 
Source: Company data 
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Appendix 6: Channels Available for Pay-TV 
 
CTI’s bbTV Channels 

Info Music Entertainment / Lifestyle Kids / Education 

100 预告台 500 MTV China 700 Southern Television 301 KidsCo 

101 9-in-1 聪览台 501 戲曲台 701深圳电视台 302 Nickelodeon 

102 16-in-1聪览台 (1) 502 Phoenix Chinese Channel 702澳亚卫视 311 Disney Channel 

103 16-in-1聪览台 (2) 503 ETTV Asia News 703云南卫视 312 Playhouse Disney 

104 节目表 504今日食乜餸 704辽宁电视台 600补习 1台 

105 节目推介 505 Australia Network 705广西电视台 601 补习 2台 

Adults 507 Phoenix HK Channel 706黑龙江电视台 603 兴趣台 

800 见色台 508 CCTV-11 707 浙江电视台 Movies 

801 日本 AV台 509 bbMV 710陕西卫视 400 香港电影 1台 

802 Ice Fire 510 Aplus优质生活台 711重庆国际 401 香港电影 2台 

803 爽爽性地 Interactive World 712河南卫视 402 环球影院 1台 

804 別府之吻 901 国家地理挑战賽 713 Jiang Su Satellite TV 403 环球影院 2台 

805 激情影院 902 Animax 714湖南卫视国际频道 404 MGM 

806 情色乐园 910 开心宠物园 716 Da Ai Television 405 剧集 1台 

807 自选成人台 912 星相馆 717人间卫视 406 剧集 2台 

Classic Entertainment 913 Weather Forecast 718道通天地 407 自选剧场 1台 

300 Animax 914 即时新闻 719 Creation TV 409 Anyplex数码点播 

303 Nat Geo Wild 915 收听直播站 720GOODTV 2 410 KIX 

304 AXN 916 QPI报价王 729 CCTV News 411 Thrill 惊慄电影台 

305 Nat Geo Adventure 917 服务台 730 CCTV-4 412 tvN 

306 National Geographic 918 即日发售 731 Phoenix InfoNews News 

307 Funspot 919 相簿台 732 ETTV Asia News 200 香港新闻台 

309 AXN Beyond  920 Movie Guide 733 Bloomberg Television 201 公共资讯台 

310 Sony Entertainment TV 921 社区频道 734 Channel News Asia 202 直播资讯台 

313 Discovery Channel 922 常用电話 735 Al Jazerra English 203 自选新闻台 

314 Animal Planet 923 讯息联系 736 CCTV News   

315 Discovery Science 924 游戏基地 737 FRANCE 24  

316 Discovery Turbo 925 波盘台 738 FRANCE 24 (French)  

317 TLC  750 CCTV-F  
318 Discovery Home & Health  751 DW-TV Asia +  

319 DIVA Universal   752 LUXE.TV HD  

320 Syfy Universal   753 The Filipino Channel   

321 Universal Channel  754 Fashion One  

  755 KBS World  

 

PCCW’s NowTV Channels 

Movie / Drama News / Info Entertainment Travel / Documentary 

106 now Video Express 316 CNN International 100 now Hong Kong 208 Discovery HD World 

110 HBO HD 317 HLN 101 now 101 209 Discovery Channel 

111 HBO Hits 318 Fox News 500 MOOV Concerts ∙ MV 210 Animal Planet 

112 HBO Family 319 CNBC 501 now Shop* 211 Discovery Science 

113 HBO Signature PLUS1 320 BBC World News 502 YP 502* 212 Discovery Turbo 

114 HBO Signature 321 Bloomberg Television* 505 now Game* 213 TLC 

115 HBO 322 Channel News Asia 511 Animax 214 Discovery Home & Health 

116 MAX 323 Sky News 512 AXN 215 National Geographic  

117 STAR MOVIES 325 Al Jazeera English* 513 AXN Beyond 216 Nat Geo Wild 

119 Turner Classic Movies 326 euronews 514 Sony Entertainment TV 217 Nat Geo Adventure 

122 MGM 327 FRANCE 24 515 FOX 218 Nat Geo Channel HD 

123 DIVA Universal 331 now Direct 516 Li 220 BBC Knowledge 

124 Syfy Universal 332 now NEWS Channel 517 ITV Granada 221 BBC Lifestyle 

125 Thrill 333 now Business News 518 KIX 222 The Biography Channel 

134 China Movie Channel 336 now DATA 519 We tv 223 History 

137 Mei Ah Movie Channel 338 China Business 522 Universal Channel 225 History HD 

138 Mei Ah Asian Drama 366 Phoenix InfoNews* 523 FOXCRIME Kids 

139 Star Chinese Movies 367 Phoenix HK Channel* 524 FX 400 Watch n Learn 

140 Star Chinese Movies 2 368 HKS* 525 Crime & Investigation 441 Disney Channel 

147 CELESTIAL MOVIES 370 CCTV News* 526 tvN 442 Playhouse Disney 

148 Celestial Classic Movies 371 ETTV Asia News* 527 Asian Food Channel 443 Cartoon Network 

http://www.hkbn.net/digitaltv/10_channels/ch203.htm
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Sports 375 Traffic Channel* 528 Star World 444 Nickelodeon 

630 now SPORTS Prime 376 Weather Channel* 529 BBC Entertainment 446 Boomerang 

631 now SPORTS 1 377 Flight Info Channel* 531 E! 447 CBeebies 

632 now SPORTS 2 669 Lucky 88 Channel* 532 Fashion TV 448 Baby TV 

633 now SPORTS 3 Adult 533 China Educational* 449 KidsCo 

634 now SPORTS 4 901 Ice Fire 534 Jiang Su Satellite TV* TVB Pay Vision 

635 now SPORTS 5 902 Blue Dream 535 ETTV Asia Channel 802 TVB Movies 

636 now SPORTS 6 903 Channel Adult 537 Pearl River Channel* 803 TVB Food 

637 now SPORTS 7 904 Playboy TV 538 CTI Asia Channel* 804 TVB Entertainment News 

638 Goal TV 1 905 5X Channel 539 Dim Sum TV* 805 TVBN 

639 Goal TV 2 Foreign Language 540 Xing Kong 806 TVBN 2 

640 MUTV 365 DW-TV Asia 541 Australia Network* 807 TVB Drama 

660 now SPORTS HD 710 NHK World TV* 542 CCTV-4* 808 TVB Select 

670 ESPN 711 NHK World Premium 543 Southern Television* 809 TVB Classic 

671 STAR Sports 714 TV5MONDE Asie 545 Creation TV* 810 TVB Lifestyle 

674 STAR Cricket 715 FRANCE 24 (French)* 546 GOD TV* 811 TVB Kids 

676 Eurosport 720 GMA Pinoy TV 548 Phoenix Chinese Channel* 812 TVBM 

677 Eurosportnews 721 GMA Life TV 549 Da Ai Television* 813 TVBS Asia 

678 NBA TV 794 STAR PLUS 550 GOOD TV 2* 814 TVBS News 

679 Setanta Sports Channel 795 STAR NEWS 554 MTV Southeast Asia 815 TVB8 

680 All Sports Network 796 CHANNEL [V] India 555 CHANNEL [V] International 836 Mainland News  

682 now Golf 1 797 STAR ONE 556 CHANNEL [V] China 852 SZTV 

683 now Golf 2 798 STAR VIJAY 557 CHANNEL [V] TAIWAN 854 MAS TV 

684 now Golf 3  558 KMTV 898 TVB PV Info 

  581-595 DMX MUSIC  

*Free-to-air channels. PCCW‟s nowTV has 34 free-to-air channels, with the rest being EasyWatch, Snaap!, Movie Trailer 
Channel, Sports Promotional Channel and Adult promotional channel 

 
iCABLE’s Channels 

Entertainment 134 Jet TV 46 MGM 53 Discovery 

01 i-CABLE No. 1 Channel 135 Disney Channel 47 TCM 54 TLC 

11 i-CABLE Children  136 Playhouse Disney 241 hd241 55 Animal Planet 

12 i-CABLE Entertainment 139 Nickelodeon 243 hd243 56 Nat Geo Adventure 

14 Phoenix HK Channel 140 CBeebies 245 hh245 57 Discovery H&H 

15 Creation TV 212 hd212 Sports 58 Discovery Science 

16 Cartoon Network News & Information 60 Sports Times 59 Discovery Turbo 

17 ETTV Asia 06 Weather 61 Super Soccer  International News 

18 Channel 18 07 i-CABLE Top News 62 i-CABLE Sports 66 CNC 

19 Macau Cultural 08 i-CABLE Finance Info 63 Ch63 67 Russia Today  

20 Phoenix Chinese Channel 09 i-CABLE News Channel 64 Soccer Betting  68 Al Jazeera English 

21 Dragon TV 10 i-CABLE Live News 65 Odds Express 69 CNN HLN News 

22 AXN International 164 All Sports Network 70 CCTV-News 

23 China T&E Channel 141 The Filipino Channel 165 NBA TV 71 CCTV-4 

24 Hunan TV World 148 NHK World Premium 167 TEN Cricket 72 CCTV News English 

25 Animax 151 DW-TV Asia 168 NEO CRICKET 73 ETTV Asia News 

26 SZTV 152 TVE  201 hd201 74 CNN 
27 Health & Lifestyle Channel 153 Australia Network 202 hd202 75 BBC World News 

28 Macau – Satellite 154 NHK World TV 203 hd203 76 Channel News Asia 

30 Boomerang 151 RTPi 204 hd204 77 Bloomberg TV 

31 Arirang TV Zee Pack 205 hd205 78 CNBC HK 

32 CCTV-11-Opera 144 Zee TV 301 Ch301 79 Phoenix InfoNews 

33 Fashion TV 145 Zee News 302 Ch302 Adults 

34 Guizhou TV 146 Zee Cinema 303 Ch303 80 CAT Preview Channel 

35 Daystar 147 Zing 304 Ch304 87 Bad Boy TV 

36 KBS World Movies 305 Ch305 88 Channel Blue 

37 MTV China 41 Movie 1 306 Ch306 89 Naughty Girls 

39 AHTV 42 Movie 2 Documentaries 90 Adult Club Channel 

130 BBC Entertainment 43 HMC 1 49 BBC Knowledge 91 Channel Cherry 

131 BBC Lifestyle 44 HMC 2 50 Nat Geo Wild 92 Cosmo Plan 

132 Xinya Azio  45 Cine p. 52 National Geographic  

 


